For any stable group G, BG(r) can be approximated by finite subcomplexes. If G=0, U or Sp we may make this explicit as follows. Let K denote the field R, C or H corresponding to the choice of G, and denote by Gr,s(K) the Grassmann manifold of /--planes in the (right) vector space Kr+S. Thus Gr¡a>(K) = BG(r) is the classifying space of G(r), and Gr¡s(K) approximates BG(r) as s -> co. In addition to the standard /--plane bundle «fr>s over GT¡S(K), there is an s-plane bundle 7jrs, with £®r¡ trivial. Let et = e^F) e Hdt(GTt¡(K)) and <?¡ = 61(17) be the characteristic classes of £ and -q. The Whitney sum formula implies that 2 e& = 0 (0<H r+s). i+j = k In fact, these generate all relations on the e( and e¡ (see [2] , [3]): (2.1) H*(Gra(K)) is generated by ex,..., er and ëx,..., ës subject to the above relations.
Moreover, H*(Gr,s(K)) is generated by ex,..., er since the <?, can be expressed in terms of the e¡. H*(Gr>s(K)) is a polynomial algebra on ex,..., er up to dimension ds.
Several points of cobordism theory will now be reviewed; greater detail may be found in [5] , [6] , [7] . We maintain the convention throughout that d=\, 2 or 4 according as G = O, U or Sp. For (X, A) a finite CIF-pair, H"(X,A;MG) = [Sdk-n(XIA), MG(k)]
for k large. Let £ -> X be a G(n)-bundle over a finite CIF-complex. There is a classifying map X-> BG(n), which gives rise to a map M(£)^-MG(n) of Thom spaces, and so to an element u( of Hin(M(£) ; MG), the G-cobordism Thom class of £. It follows from Dold's theorem [8] that there is a Thom isomorphism <f>: Hk(X; MG) ^-Hk+ in(M(F); MG)
given by 4>(x) = u(-x.
There is a natural transformation p: //*( ; MG) -> //*( ) to cohomology, mod 2 in the unoriented case and integral otherwise. Various forms of the following result may be found in [5] , [6, §18] .
(2.2) Let (X, A) be a finite CIF-pair, with H*(X, A) free abelian if G= U or Sp. Suppose that A^* C H*(X, A ; MG) is mapped isomorphically onto H*(X, A) by p. Then Í2*¡ ® K* ->■ H*(X, A ; MG) is an isomorphism of í2*¡-modules. is an element of ^'(G), so Q.% is trivially a subalgebra of ^*(G). The rest of this section is devoted to showing that j/*(G) and ^*(G) are isomorphic additively. Let Y : j</*(G) -+ <£*(G) be defined in the following familiar manner. For 0esi*(G) and f^-Ia G-bundle, put
where 4> is the G-cobordism Thorn isomorphism of $.
(3.1) Theorem. Y: s#*(G) ->■ C€*(G) is an isomorphism of graded abelian groups.
Proof. It suffices to define an inverse <D for Yt Let y e ^*(G) be given. If u( is the G-cobordism Thorn class of a G-bundle ¿, put <Y>(y) ■ u( = <f>(y(£)), to assure that í> be an inverse for Y. If now a e Hn(X, A ; MG) is any cobordism class, represent a by a map /: Sdk~\X¡A) -s* MG(k), and assume MG(k) replaced by a finite License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use approximation.
Thus the suspension odk~n(a) equals f*(uk), with uk the Gcobordism Thom class of the (finite) universal G-bundle over BG(k). Then put <%)•« = (^-")-7*Wy)-«*).
It is easily checked that <I> is well defined, linear and degree preserving, and it was constructed to be an inverse for Y. This completes the proof.
More generally, if 2tf * is a generalized cohomology theory with a functorial Thom isomorphism for G-bundles, then there is an analogous correspondence between the stable operations H*( ; MG) -> Jf*( ) and the stable Jf♦-characteristic classes of G-bundles. Notice that a G-cobordism operation is determined by its values on the Thom classes of G-bundles, in fact by its values on the Thom classes of the finite universal G-bundles. 4 . Construction of characteristic classes. Let G = 0, U or Sp and d= 1, 2 or 4 accordingly. For £ ^-X a G(l)-bundle over a finite complex, define Ex(£) in Hd(X;MG) as follows. Choose a classifying map X ^ BG(l) and compose it with the inclusion BG(l)CMG(l) to obtain a map X^ MG(l), which gives rise to an element Ex(£) of Hd(X; MG). It is easily seen that p(Ex(£)) = ex(£) e Hd(X), with p the natural transformation from G-cobordism to cohomology. Thus the hypotheses of [7, (7.5)] and its analogues for the real and complex case are satisfied, so we obtain Moreover, p(E¡(£)) = ei(£) e Hii(X)for £ -> X a G-bundle over a finite CW-complex.
Let C*(G)C^*(G) be the subalgebra generated by the Fj. Applying p, we see that C*(G) is a polynomial algebra on the F¡. Recall the definition of the completed tensor product ( §2).
(4.2) Theorem. ^*(G)7iQ.%® C*(G) additively.
Proof. Since Q*. and C* = C*(G) are contained in C€*=C£*(G), there is a map p: Qg ® C* -> ^* defined on the completed tensor product, given by p(2"i® c¡) = 2"iC'; these are infinite sums with the convention ( §2) that the degrees of the c¡ tend to + 00. In fact, if £ is a G-bundle over a finite complex then c¡(<f) = 0 for all but a finite number of the c¡, so (2 «¡CiXf) = 2 n¡ ' c¡(£) ¡s essentially a finite sum.
There is a map a: (ë* ->-lim inv //*(Gr>s; MG) (r, s -> co), which associates to y e ^* the element (y(£r.s)) of the inverse limit ; here £r>s -> Gr>s(A") is the universal /--plane bundle with K-R, C or H depending on G. Since the £r¡¡¡ are approximations to universal bundles, it is clear that a is an isomorphism.
In H*(Grs; MG), let KTS be the subalgebra generated by the cobordism characteristic classes Ex,...,Er of the bundle £us. According to (2.1), 7/*(Gr>s) is generated by the cohomology characteristic classes elt ■. ■, er of £r,s, and all the relations on the generators are consequences of relations expressed by the Whitney sum formula applied to the Whitney sum it@-n. According to (4.1), these same relations hold among the E¡. Thus the assignment e¡ -> £¡ extends to an algebra homomorphism v. H*(Gr¡s) -*■ H*(Gry, MG) with li o v = identity and v{H*(Gr,s)} = Kr,"
So by (2.2), the natural map DJ ® ZÇ,S -> H*(Gr¡s; MG) is an isomorphism.
By virtue of the naturality of the £, for r^r' and s^s' the induced map H*(Gry,MG)^H*(Gry,MG) restricts to a map A'r->s--> ZCr>s. Thus the graded modules ZCr>s form an inverse system, and the homomorphisms C* -> ZÇ,S sending £¡ to £¡(fr>s) give rise to a homomorphism C* -► lim inv ZÇ,S. It follows from (2.1) that this is an isomorphism. We now make use of (2.3) to obtain an isomorphism of Q.*, ® C* with lim inv ZZ*(Gr,s; AfG), which is just the composite o ° p. Hence p is an isomorphism, as was to be shown. Under this isomorphism 2 n% ® fy corresponds to 2 nfiu with the usual convention concerning infinite sums. In fact, if a e H*(X, A ; MG) is a cobordism class of a finite C IF-pair, then (2 «¡0i)a = 2 ni(Q\a) is essentially a finite sum since 0¡a=O for almost all i.
A basis for A*(G) is obtained as follows. For w = (it,..., ir) a partition with ix + ■ ■ ■ + U = U let Sa = Sa(E) be the ¿^-symmetric function (or symmetrized monomial; see [9, §1] ) of the £¡. Thus Sae Cdi(G), and as w runs through all partitions we obtain a basis for C*(G). The Whitney sum formula for these characteristic classes is sa(ç@v)= 2 s^os^r,).
We shall identify A*(G) and C*(G) additively, and so {Sa} is a basis for A*(G).
In order to determine the action on products of cobordism classes, we define a coproduct </>*: A* ->-A* ® A* by <P*(Sa)= 2 ^®5W2;
toi cji ~ca as a map C* ^ C* ® C* this is the algebra homomorphism sending Ek to 2 Ei®Ej. .2) holds for all a and ß in H*(X; MG); see [13] . By an algebra over A* we shall mean, throughout this section, an algebra over the coalgebra (A*, «/>*).
The rest of this section is devoted to showing that A*(G) is a subalgebra of ¿/*(G), and that it is in fact a Hopf algebra.
(5.3) Theorem. A*(G) is a subalgebra of stf*(G).
Assuming this proved, let <f>*\ A* ® A* -^-A* denote the product homomorphism. It will be left for the reader to convince himself that the coproduct <P*:A*^A*® A* is an algebra homomorphism, i.e., to check the formula
for every pair of cobordism classes a, ß. Thus we obtain (5.4) Theorem. (A*(G), cf>*, </«*) is a graded connected Hopf algebra with commutative coproduct. The ground ring is Z2 in the unoriented case and the integers if G=Uor Sp.
Before turning to the proof of (5.3), we describe the action of A*(G) on H*(P\K);MG); this information will also be used in the following section. Let £ -> Pn(K) be the Hopf G(l)-bundle, and put a = EX(£) e Hd(P"(K); MG). It follows from (4.1) and (2. 2) that as an Og-module, H*(Pn(K); MG) is free on the basis {1, a,..., an} and that an+1 = 0. Thus it will suffice to determine the action of Sa on a. It is first of all immediate that : Let (A*, «/<*, «¿*) denote the Hopf algebra dual to A* = A*(G). Thus ^* = 2iäo At and Ai = Horn (A', R), with R = Z for G = U or Sp and R = Z2 for G = O. Let {aa} be the basis of A* dual to the basis {Sm} of ^*. It is clear that «A*^ ® ■*".)=ow, and so ^* is a polynomial algebra Afo, tr2,... ] on generators ak of degree dk. The coproduct fa: A*-^* A*® A*isan algebra homomorphism, so is determined by its values on the algebra generators ok. We shall obtain a formula for <f>%(ok).
In order to state this formula, we introduce some notation. If co = (ix,..., ir) is a partition, let rp denote the number of occurrences of the integer p in a> and put R = (rx, r2,...).
Thus there is a correspondence w <-> R between partitions and finitely nonzero sequences of nonnegative integers. We write Soe = SR and cjm -o¡l if cu <-> R. Sequences are added component-wise; denote by Ak the sequence The proof of (6.1) will be preceeded by several lemmas. Let Af* = 2iSo A/1 be a graded algebra over the Hopf algebra A*, with each Af ' free and finitely generated over R( = Z or Z2). The action of A* on M* induces an action on the graded dual Af* of Af *. Hence there is a homomorphism Af* ® A* -> Af*, which we dualize to obtain a homomorphism A: AZ*^Af*® A*. (1 ®<f>*)Xa = J^ak + 1®cf>*ok, k and so for A < n we obtain the desired formula for «A*^). Letting n ->■ oo, the formula holds for all A and the proof is complete. Notice that A*(U) and A*(Sp) are therefore isomorphic Hopf algebras, although the degrees are doubled. Similarly, A*(0) and A*(U) ® Z2 are isomorphic Hopf algebras, doubling degrees. In the unoriented case, the binomial coefficients in (6.1) are to be taken mod 2.
We shall have occasion to use the following computations : Sn°Sn = (n+l)S2n + 2Sn,n, Sm°Sn = (n+ l)Sm + n + Sm,n (m * n), (6.5) S2 ° S2n¡2n = S2¡2n¡2n +S2"t2n+2 (mod 2), >J2n,2n ° ¿2 ->J2,2n,2n + ^211,271 + 2 + ^4n + 2 (mod 2).
For example, consider S2 ° S2n¡2n. We write S2 o S2n>2n = 2o) aaSa and must determine the coefficients aa. Notice that Oo = (S2 ® ^n^n» 4>*aa)-Now c/>*a2.2n.2n = (<í>*"2)(<f>*o2n)2 contains the term
once if «>1 and three times if n=l; thus a2>2n>2nsl (mod 2). Also c¡>^o2n¡2n+2 = (<f>*a2n)('f>*c'2n + 2) contains the term (1 ® a2n)(o2 ® o2n) = o2 ® a2n¡2n an odd number of times, namely 2n+1, so a2n>2n+2= 1 (mod 2). It may be seen that aa=0 for any other w, so S2 ° iS2n,2n is as stated.
7. Generators of A*(G) ® Zp. Let A* = A*(G) for G= U or 5/», and let p be a prime. Thus A* ® Zp is a Hopf algebra over the field Zp, isomorphic to A*(0) if p = 2. In this section we shall obtain a minimal set of generators of the algebra A* ® Zp, selected from the basis {Ss}={5'm}. For the rest of this section we shall fix a prime p and write A* for A* ® Zp. Thus A* is regarded as a Hopf algebra over Zp.
An element t of the dual Hopf algebra A* is called primitive if <¿*(t) = t ® 1 + 1 ® t.
For example, it was shown after the statement of (6.1) that ox and <r2 -(o-j)2 are primitive. We denote by P(A*) the space of primitive elements of A*. If A% denotes the ideal of elements of positive degree in A*, then A*. -A% is the ideal of decomposable elements of A*. Q(A*) = A%/A% -A*, is called the space of indecomposable elements of A*. The following results are proved in [13] and [14] respectively.
(7.2) Lemma. A%-A% is the annihilator ofP(A*) in A*., hence P(A*) is canonically isomorphic to the dual of Q(A*).
(7.3) Lemma. Any set of algebra generators of A* contains a subset whose image in Q(A*) is a vector space basis; such a subset is minimal and generates A*.
As was just mentioned, c^ and o2 -(ox)2 are primitive elements of A*. It follows that for all ¿ä0, the powers (ox)pk and (o2 -(<JxY)pk = (<*2)pk -(°x)2pk are also primitive. In fact, we shall prove (7.4) Lemma. P(A*) has as a basis the set {(ox)pk, (<j2)pk-(?x)*9*}k&x-Theorem (7.1) follows directly from these lemmas. In fact, the image of the set {Spk&i, SpkA2}ki0 in Q(A*) is a vector space basis by virtue of (7.2) and (7.4), so this set is a minimal set of generators of A* according to (7.3). Notice that if/? = 2, P(A*) also has as basis the set {(ox)2", (a2)2"}-Thus the remarks following the statement of the theorem follow just as easily.
Thus it remains to prove (7.4). We first show that among the elements Sk of A*, only Sx and S2 are indecomposable.
(7.5) Lemma. Sk is decomposable if k> 2.
Proof. To begin with, notice that the computations (6.5) imply that for m^n, Proof of (7.4). We write P=P(A*) and let P'CP be the subspace with ox and a2 -(ox)2 as basis. It follows from (7.6) and (7.7) that P=£P® P'. We may apply £ repeatedly to obtain for A^O p= £* + ip©(f*P'©...©£P'-KP').
Since flit £kP=(0), it follows that P = ©?=0 <ffcP'. Now £kox = (oxyk and £k(o2-(oxy) = (o2yk-(oxy^, hence the lemma, and with it Theorem (7.1), is proved. Remark. This action may also be given the following description; the proof of the equivalence of the two definitions is omitted. Let Mn be an «-dimensional G-manifold and let 0 e A'(G) correspond to the G-cobordism characteristic class y.
Thus if | -+ Af" denotes the stable normal G-bundle of M, y(¿) e H\Mn; MG). By The remainder of the discussion will be restricted to the complex case. If There is a ring homomorphism A ® 1 : Q^ ® Zp -*■ A*(U) ®Zp = Aif, whose image we shall study. The following result is due to Atiyah and Hirzebruch [1, §5] , and is essentially the determination of the relations on mod p Chern numbers. 
